GrowingVines
How Plants Climb
Plants accomplish the act of climbing in an astonishing
variety of ways. These varying methods can be
grouped into four general categories:

leaf, modified branch, adapted flower, or other plant
part. Some tendrils branch into two or more tendrils.
Examples of tendril vines include Boston Ivy,
Virginia Creeper, grapes, and Sweet Pea.

• Twining
• Tendrils
• Adhesive roots or pads
• Scrambling

Twining
With twining vines, stems spiral upward around a
narrow support. Twining is the least specialized
pattern of growth among climbers.
Some plants twine clockwise; others twine
counterclockwise. (Knowing which way a plant twines
can be useful for identification.)
There is a limit to how wide a structure a plant can
twine around.
Examples of twiners include wisteria, honeysuckle,
and morning glory.

Photo 2. Tendril coiling around a support.

Time-lapse camera footage of vines shows that
tendrils rotate in continuous sweeping circles until
they find something desirable to grab. This plant
behavior is called circumnutation.
Once a tendril makes contact with an object, this
triggers a different growth pattern. Within minutes,
the tendril coils around the object. This response is
called thigmotropism (thig-mot-TRO-pism).

Photo 1. Vine twining around string

Tendrils
Tendrils are transformed plant parts adapted for
climbing. Climbing by tendrils is another form of
twining. Tendrils reach out laterally and coil around
supports.
Depending on the vine, tendrils arise from different
parts of the plant. A tendril may be a transformed

Photo 3. When the ends of a tendril are pulled, the tendril does
not unwind like a telephone cord. Instead, it coils more tightly! *

To see a video of this phenomenon, Google “Science Friday
Mysteries of Winding Cucumber Plant Tendrils”
*
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Adhesive Roots or Pads

Danger to Structures

Some vines throw out large numbers of small,
clinging roots along the stem. These roots burrow into
fissures of bark, stone, and other surfaces, allowing
the plant to hold on.

Many people are concerned about vines potentially
doing damage to their house. The people who live in
the house below do not seem concerned.

Photo 4. Adhesive roots burrowing into the cracks of a fence

Some adhesive roots have tiny suction-cup like discs
at the end, enabling them to adhere to perfectly flat
surfaces, even glass.
Tendrils can also have the ability to adhere. Boston
Ivy, for example, attaches itself using tiny circular
pads at the ends of its tendrils. The pads secrete
calcium carbonate which “glue” the plant to the
surface. (Calcium carbonate is used in some natural
toothpaste brands.)

Vines with adhesive roots or tendrils should be kept
away from wood siding or shingles. Although
adhesive roots are for clinging and do not “root” for
water and nutrients, these vines can trap moisture
against a house, push against loose shingles or siding,
and become a home for insects and birds.
Adhesive roots can also leave a stubborn “footprint”
on a surface if the vine is removed.
Vigorous woody vines can also do damage to
foundations if planted too close to a house. Remember
the garden tale from Sue Spiess titled “Wisteria Gone
Wild”? The vine grew into her kitchen.

Scrambling
Scramblers don’t actually climb. Rather, their stiff,
arching branches allow them to grow up and over
things. Scramblers push their way through trees and
shrubs, using other plants for support.
So-called climbing roses fall into this category, as do
bramble fruits, such as raspberries. Some scramblers
have thorns that help them stay put.
Scramblers can be trained to climb a structure, but it’s
necessary to tie the stems to the support until the vine
gets big enough to hold itself in place.
Photo 5. No damage here! (Details and type of vine unknown)
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Danger to Other Plants
A vine growing on a tree or another plant could pose a
problem if it blocks sunlight, weighs the plant down,
or girdles the trunk. A heavy vine can also make the
tree more likely to break apart in a storm. That said, a
large, well established tree may not be in any danger.
Twiners such as wisteria and honeysuckle can
eventually develop thick, woody stems that can
strangle a tree.
Even tendril vines, such as grapes and clematis, can
weaken a tree by shading its foliage. Remove vines
from any delicate, slow-growing, or valuable plants.
Vines that climb using adhesive roots or pads do little
damage, so it’s okay to let them run up your trees. But
keep in mind that they can get massive.

Uses for Vines
• Add height to a garden
• Fill a space quickly and economically
• Cover something ugly — vines have been called
“nature’s drapery”
• Soften hard edges (again, drapery)
• Create shade

Picking a Climber
Success requires matching the method of climbing to
the structure you want to cover.

and easy way to add height and color to your
garden without making a long-term commitment.

Cover a Pergola or Arbor
To fully cover a pergola or arbor, choose a vigorous,
twining vine. Twiners that can reach 20' or 30' in
height include wisteria, Trumpet Vine (not to be
confused with Trumpet Honeysuckle), Five-Leaf
Akebia (Chocolate Vine), Dutchman’s Pipe, Silver
Lace Vine, grapes, and some clematis (particularly
those in pruning “group 1,” and some in “group 3,”
described later in this document).
Note: Be sure that your structure is sturdy enough to withstand
the weight of a vigorous grower.

To get the vine started, you’ll need to tie it to the
support post or give it a rope to climb. Once it reaches
the rafters, you can let it spread on its own. If a
wayward branch dips downward, trim it off or tuck it
back up with a broom handle.
Consider planting two vines — at opposite ends of
the structure — to cover it more rapidly and
completely.
Some vines are messy and will drop debris. Trumpet
Vine and grapes are some of the messiest. To deal with
this, consider topping an arbor or pergola with “shade
cloth” (screen-like mesh made from black plastic). The
mesh will provide shade until the vine fills in and will
later catch leaves and litter that drop off the vine.

When choosing a vine, also consider these choices:
• Woody vs. herbaceous —Woody vines retain
above-ground growth year-round. Bare, woody
vines can add “winter interest” to a garden.
Herbaceous vines die to the ground with the frost
and re-grow in the spring.
• Perennial vs. annual — Perennial vines are
permanent fixtures that may get bigger each year.
A vigorous perennial will require maintenance to
keep it contained. In contrast, an annual is a quick

Photo 6. The Honeysuckle planted at center (type unknown)
may not grow tall enough to cover the pergola. European
species and hybrids grow the tallest
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Vines that climb by twining, tendrils, or scrambling
can also cover a wall, but only if you first erect the
proper support. This could be lattice, a trellis,
galvanized wire attached to vine eyes, or even an
antique wrought-iron headboard. (Peruse houzz.com
and Pinterest for ideas.)
The support could also be an established self-clinging
vine!
Photo 7. This grape vine covers the pergola without difficulty,
but the owner complains about the messy fruit

Cover a Wall
Vines that cling by adhesive roots or pads will cover a
broad flat surface, such as stone, brick, or concrete on
their own.
Examples include Climbing Hydrangea, Virginia
Creeper, Trumpet Vine (a twiner that also has
adhesive roots), and ivy.
Even self-climbers may need some help getting
started. Fix them to the wall in some temporary
fashion (for example, plant ties stapled to a fence)
until they gain momentum.

Cover a Pile of Rocks or Stumps
Vines that will cover a wall can also be used to cover a
pile of rocks, tree stumps, a crumbling wall, an old
wood pile, and so on.
A particularly good vine for this purpose is Climbing
Hydrangea. It will scamper over rocks, stumps, and
walls. It prefers partial shade or woodland conditions.
This vine may grow slowly for the first year or so,
while it focuses energy on establishing an expansive
root system. From then on, the plant will grow at a
remarkable rate, rooting as it goes.
Euonymus (wintercreeper) is another good choice.

Mask Air Conditioners or Other Built-In Units
Understanding that air conditioners and other systems
need space to function properly, a vine can provide a
bit of camouflage.
Euonymus, a ground-hugging vine, is useful for
masking built-in elements such as air conditioners,
barbeques, or hot tubs because it can withstand
residual heat and chlorine.
Generators have air intakes and exhaust vents that
need to remain unobstructed. The exhaust from a
generator can weaken or even kill any plant within
close range.

Decorate a Mailbox or Lamppost

Photo 8. Just a few of the limitless methods for growing
twining and tendril vines against a wall

To cover a mailbox or other small structure, such as a
lamppost, obelisk, or tripod, choose either a smallhabit perennial or an annual.
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Small-habit perennials — vines that grow about 15'
tops — include clematis (from “group 2,” described
later), Trumpet Honeysuckle (not to be confused with
Trumpet Vine, which can get huge), and climbing
roses (if provided with support).
Tie the vine to post until it gets established or wrap
the post in some kind of netting that the vine can
climb.

Cover the Ground/Stabilize a Slope
Two good vines for carpeting the earth are Boston Ivy
and Virginia Creeper. These vines look good in seminaturalistic settings, such as disturbed woodlands or
along a driveway, and will root as they grow.
Both offer beautiful fall color, especially if the vine
receives ample sunlight, but are deciduous.
For an evergreen groundcover, try Baltic Ivy or
euonymus.
To maintain their vigor as groundcovers, cut off stems
that start to grow up trees or structures. This will
focus energy on horizontal growth.

Make a Shed More Attractive
A shed is a great opportunity to experiment with a
vine you may be hesitant to try near the house.
If you want to grow a twining or tendril vine, one easy
approach is to first drape the shed with poultry
netting (or similar).

Photo 9. Shed covered with what appears to be hop vine

Growing Conditions
In the wild, vines use trees and shrubs for support. As
a result, they tend to like their roots in cool soil, and
their foliage in full sun. In other words, vines like
“cold toes and hot heads.”
Another general rule is that most vines need a fair
amount of sun. (There are exceptions.) Sun is
important for flowering and to achieve brilliant fall
color (if applicable).
Keep these two guidelines in mind when choosing a
spot for your vine.

Planting
Don’t plant a vine right next to the wall, pillar, or tree
that you want it to climb. Instead, plant it about 18"
away, so that the roots have ample room in all
directions to grow. If necessary, the vine can be
trained back toward the wall by setting a stake in the
ground, angled back toward the wall, and tying the
vine to it.
Another reason to avoid planting too close to a wall is
that the soil near the base of a wall is usually dry.
Likewise, if planting a vine near a tree, plant it outside
the root circle and then train it back toward the tree.
Otherwise, the vine and tree will be in competition for
water.
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Staking and Tying

Perennial Vines

Erect any support (tri-pod, stakes, trellis, and so on)
before planting the vine to avoid damaging to the
vine’s root system later.

The vines discussed in this section are recommended
either by the NH Plant Grower’s Association and
UNHCE, a local nursery, or both.

If the goal is to cover an arbor or pergola, tie the
young shoots to the structure. As they grow, continue
tying them to the support. By directing the vine’s
growth, you can expedite the process of covering the
structure.

• Akebia Five-Leaf (a.k.a. Chocolate Vine) (Akebia
quinata)

As mentioned earlier, even self-climbers may need
some help getting started:

• Clematis

• Arctic Beauty Kiwi Vine (Actinidia kolomikta)
• Boston Ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata)

• Climbing Hydrangea (Hydrangea petiolaris)
• Dutchman’s Pipe (Aristolochia macrophylla or
A. durior)

• Tendril vines may need to have their main stems
tied to supports, especially when the plants are
young

• English Ivy (Hedera helix)

• Vines with adhesive roots or tendrils may need to
be tied temporarily until they get going

• False Hydrangea Vine (a.k.a. Japanese Hydrangea
Vine) (Schizophragma hydrangeoides)

• Large-flowered clematis may need to be tied with
special care so that the heavy flowers are
supported

• Golden Hop Vine (Humulus lupulus)

Pinching Back
Most people are anxious to see a young vine gain
height, but it’s important to cut the stems back
significantly or pinch back new shoots to encourage
the plant to branch near the base for a bushy, sturdy
foundation. Otherwise, the vine may end up sparse
on bottom with lots of foliage on top.

Watering

• Honeysuckle (Lonicera)
• Purple-Leaf Wine Grape (Vitis vinifera ‘Purpurea’)
• Silver Lace Vine (Fallopia baldschuanica)
• Trumpet Vine (a.k.a. Trumpet Creeper) (Campsis
radicans)
• Virginia Creeper (a.k.a. Woodbine) (Parthenocissus
quincefolia)
• Wisteria

Most vines prefer moist soil. Vines lose a lot of water
through transpiration because they have so much leaf
surface and exposure to sun.
• Mulch, compost, and rocks can help keep
moisture in the soil
• Water during periods of drought
• If you plant near a building, choose a spot directly
under the overhang so the plant will receive rain
water runoff
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Akebia Five-Leaf (a.k.a. Chocolate Vine)
(Akebia quinata)
This vine is grown mostly for its lovely foliage. It
does produce small, purple flowers in May (before its
leaves fully unfurl) that remain for several weeks. But
the flowers are subtle, so plant this vine where you
will be able to see it up close and enjoy its fruity scent.
It’s an informal, airy vine that is good for a narrow
space.

Most plants are sold as male and thus do not produce
fruit. The female variety (‘September Sun’) produces
small, gooseberry-like fruit with smooth skin that is
eaten whole. (Male and female needed for fruiting.)
Note: Cats are attracted to Kiwi vine, even more so than catnip.
Pet owners, beware!

• Twining/woody

• Twining/woody stems

• Grows 10–12'

• Grows up to 30' (may need multiple prunings per
season)

• May take up to 3 years to show variegation;
variegation becomes more prominent as vine ages

• Does well in almost any spot: sun, shade, wet,
dry, including tolerating cool, shady walls.

• Full sun or light shade

• Blooms on old wood

Photo 10. Akebia Five-Leaf Vine (Akebia quinata)

Photo 11. Arctic Beauty Kiwi Vine (Actinidia kolomikta) climbs a
trellis

Arctic Beauty Kiwi Vine (Actinidia kolomikta)
This species of kiwi is primarily grown as an
ornamental, rather than for its fruit. The brown, furry
kiwifruit at the grocery store comes from its cousin
Actinidia deliciosa.
Arctic Beauty Kiwi Vine has unusual its pink and
white variegated foliage and fragrant white flowers
in May.

Photo 12. Arctic Beauty Kiwi Vine foliage and fruit
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Boston Ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata)

Clematis

This is the ivy of the “ivy league.” Boston Ivy is
actually in the grape family (Vitaceae) and is native to
eastern Asia, not Boston.

There are dozens of species of Clematis and hundreds
of varieties and hybrids.

This deciduous climber will blanket walls. Glossy
leaves turn orange-red in fall and the vine bears
attractive berries.

Species are native plants that grow (or grew) wild
somewhere in the world. Clematis montana is an
example of a species clematis. The second part of a
plant’s Latin name indicates which species.

• Adhesive tendrils
• Grows 50–60'
• Prefers partial shade to full sun. Does poorly in
hot, dry areas. (Virginia Creeper might be the
better choice for such areas.)

About Species Clematis

Within a species, there can be multiple naturallyoccurring varieties. The name of the variety appears in
single quotes or is preceded by “var.”

• Prefers moist soil but tolerates all types of soil
and city conditions

Photo 13. Boston ivy covers a building in Keene, NH

Photo 15. Clematis montana is an example of a species clematis.
The variety shown is ‘Mayleen.’ (C. montanta is known as the
“Anemone Clematis” because the flower looks like the Japanese
Anemone plant)

About Hybrid Clematis
The showy, big-flowered clematis that tend to be
most popular are usually hybrids. This makes sense,
since a hybrid is created by breeding different versions
of clematis to get the best qualities of each.

Photo 14. Boston ivy has sharp, swallow-shaped leaves

Hybrids are named simply “Clematis” followed by the
hybrid name, for example, Clematis ‘Nelly Moser’ or
Clematis var. Nelly Moser.
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and training it to grow toward a sunny area. By
planting the clematis behind a trellis and letting
it grow through, the foliage and flowers will
eventually shade the roots.
Pruning Groups
Growers categorize clematis in three groups according
to when they bloom and on what type of wood (old
or new). It’s important to know in which group a
clematis belongs to prune it appropriately.

Photo 16. Clematis ‘Ville de Lyon’ is an example of a hybrid

Wild Hybrids
Hybrids also grow wild occasionally, as a result of
cross pollination. These natural hybrids have an × in
their name, for example, Clematis × jackmanii, which
is presumed to be a cross between Clematis lanuginosa
and Clematis viticella.
Non-Climbing Clematis
In addition to the well-known twining clematis, there
are shrubby and trailing types that will not climb
without some help, for example, Clematis recta
‘Pupurea’ and Clematis × durandii. Check the plant tag.
Growing Conditions
In nature, clematis grow near rocks or at the base of
shrubs, where the soil is cool and moist. Clematis are
easy to grow as long as you replicate these natural
conditions:

• Group 1 — Early flowering on old wood. Most
clematis in this group (if not all) are species. These
early bloomers tend to be the most vigorous
growers, ideal for covering a wall or pergola.
Clematis montana (pictured earlier) is in group 1. It
flowers early, grows vigorously, and has a vanilla
scent.
Prune only as necessary to remove dead stems
and control growth.
• Group 2 — Early flowering, large blooms on old
wood; second, late-summer bloom on new wood.
Most in this group are hybrids. They flower before
mid-summer on old wood. A later flush of flowers
may follow in late summer on new wood.
Clematis in group 2 tend to have a smaller habit,
growing only 6–8' in a season. This makes them a
good choice for covering a mailbox or lamppost.

• Deep, fertile soil
• Half day of sun * for flowers and foliage
• Cool, moist roots
Techniques for keeping roots cool include
mulching the base of the plant, laying a large flat
rock over the roots, or planting the vine in shade
Some varieties, such as ‘Nelly Moser’ are suited to more shade. In
fact, flowers of such varieties can fade in too much sunlight. Check
the plant tag.
**

Photo 17. Clematis ‘Warsaw Nike’ is in pruning group 2
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Prune in early spring after bloom, cutting back
each stem by about a half, above a pair of strong
buds.
• Group 3 — Late flowering, large blossoms on
new wood. This group is a mix of species and
hybrids. These vines produce their flowers at the
end of the new season’s growth. Clematis ‘Ville de
Lyon’ (pictured earlier) is in group 3.

• Adhesive roots/woody
• Grows 60-80' (easily pruned back)
• Will grow in full sun, but does better with a bit of
shade
• Prefers moist, well-drained soil

Prune in early spring, cutting back each stem to
just above the first pair of strong buds.
Also in this group is Clematis ternifolia ‘Sweet
Autumn.’ This popular fall-flowering clematis has
masses of long-lasting, fragrant white blooms,
attractive foliage, and pretty seed pods in winter.
The vine grows to 30'.
Photo 19. Climbing Hydrangea (Hydrangea petiolaris) covers
this fence

Photo 18. Clematis ternifolia ‘Sweet Autumn’ blooms in fall

Photo 20. Climbing Hydrangea inflorescence. Many small fertile
flowers are surrounded by a few large, white sterile flowers that
attract pollinators

Climbing Hydrangea (Hydrangea petiolaris)
This robust, unfussy vine is an excellent choice for
covering flat surfaces, including walls, rock piles, and
even trees and pillars. It offers glossy foliage and large
white flower clusters in June.
Young plants can be slow to start, as they put their
energy into leaf and root growth for a few years, but
the vine gains momentum with age and is worth the
wait.
Amherst Garden Club — Perennial Group — For Club Use Only: Do Not Disseminate
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Dutchman’s Pipe (Aristolochia macrophylla or
A. durior)
Dutchman’s Pipe is a deciduous vine grown for its
giant, dark green, heart-shaped leaves. The species is
native to the southeast United States.
Once established, it can blanket a wall or fence,
provide considerable shade, or block out an
unattractive sight.

Photo 22. Dutchman’s Pipe provides privacy and shade on this
porch

Note: Dutchman’s Pipe has received attention in recent decades
because it contains a dangerous compound called aristolochic
acid. In the past this compound was used to treat cancer and
swelling, but it is now known to have serious harmful side effect.

• Twining/woody
Photo 21. Porch covered with Dutchman’s Pipe

In June the vine produces brownish-purple flowers
that resemble old-fashioned Dutch pipes. The flowers,
which are small and easily hidden by the leaves, are
best viewed from the back of the vine.

• Grows up to 30' (can be cut back hard)
• Full sun or partial shade. Prefers moist, acidic soil
• Attracts the rare pipe vine swallowtail butterfly,
whose larvae feed on the leaves

The flower has a
specialized pollination
mechanism. Drawn by
scent, insects enter the
flower’s tube and get
tangled in tiny hairs. The
flower then releases the
insect, now covered with
pollen.
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English Ivy (Hedera helix)
English ivy is said to have been carried to America by
the colonists. It flourishes even in poor soil, drought,
or shade.
There are a large number of varieties with different
leaf forms, patterns and colors, but most are not
hardy to our zone. One hardy variety recommended
for New Hampshire is Baltic English Ivy (Hedera helix
‘Baltica’). This is one of the few evergreen vine
options for our area.

Euonymus (a.k.a. Wintercreeper) (Euonymus
fortunei)
Euonymus can take the form of a shrub, ground
cover, or vine, depending on where it’s planted and
how it’s pruned or trained.
Some cultivars are more prone to climbing than
others. Climbers include Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald n
Gold,’ E. fortunei ‘Gold Splash,’ and E. fortunei
‘Emerald Gaiety.’
This plant is worth mentioning because it’s one of the
few evergreen choices and because it can withstand
heat and chlorine. If you are looking to mask an air
conditioning unit, barbeque, or hot tub, this durable
vine might be a good choice.

Photo 23. Snow-covered Baltic English Ivy clings to birch tree

• Adhesive roots/woody
• Grows 20–50'
• Does well in shade
• Easy to grow from cuttings (just bury the adhesive
roots)

Photo 24. Wintercreeper (Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald Gaiety’)
makes its way up a wall

• Adhesive roots
• Full sun or partial shade
• Any well-drained soil
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False Hydrangea Vine (a.k.a. Japanese
Hydrangea Vine) (Schizophragma
hydrangeoides)
This vine looks a lot like Climbing Hydrangea, but it’s
a bit showier and has a stronger preference for shade.

Golden Hop Vine (Humulus lupulus)
Grown primarily for its foliage (or the hops, if you
make beer), Golden Hop Vine has spectacular goldenyellow to chartreuse leaves.

It blooms in June and July, a few weeks after Climbing
Hydrangea. This vine is a good choice for those who
want something a little different in their garden.

Photo 26. Golden Hop Vine (Humulus lupulus ‘Aureus’) lights up
the garden

This vigorous perennial has small white flowers in
summer, followed by hanging clusters of little green
papery hops in fall.
Photo 25. False Hydrangea inflorescence (‘Roseum’ top,
‘Moonbeam’ bottom). Many small, fertile flowers are surrounded
by a few white or pink bracts. The bracts distinguish this vine
from Climbing Hydrangea, which has large, sterile flowers

Care is the same as for Climbing Hydrangea.

Recommended varieties include ‘Aureus.’
• Twining/herbaceous (dies back in winter)
• Grows up to 20' a season
New shoots emerging in the spring may need to
be “woven” through the support system.
• Needs sun for color
• Prefers moist soil
Note: Golden Hop Vine has rough foliage that can irritate the
skin. You may need gloves and a long-sleeve shirt when
handling.
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Honeysuckle (Lonicera)
This old favorite has the longest blooming season of
any of the hardy vines. Some hybrids produce flowers
all summer long.
Botanists have identified approximately 180 native
species of honeysuckle throughout North America,
Europe, and Asia. And there are also many hybrids.
Note: Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) is banned in
New Hampshire

• All honeysuckles climb by twining and need
supports to look their best
• They don’t get that big (20' tops), so pruning is
mainly a matter of trimming stray stems and
shaping
• Like most vines, they prefer “cold toes and hot
heads.” They do best in full sun but will tolerate
shade (perhaps with some loss of flower
production)
• They are not fussy about soil, but do best with
fairly rich, moist, well-drained soil, as is true of so
many plants
Trumpet Honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens)
Of the roughly twenty North American species,
Trumpet Honeysuckle (L. Sempervirens) has the
showiest flowers and longest bloom. Alas, it has no
fragrance.
The variety ‘Major Wheeler’ is one of the most reliable
and widely available. It is relatively contained (grows
6–10' overall) and has scarlet red blooms from June to
August.
For yellow blooms, a good variety is ‘John Clayton.’

Photo 27. Trumpet Honeysuckle (L. Sempervirens ‘Major
Wheeler’)

European Honeysuckle (a.k.a. Woodbine) (Lonicera
periclymenum)
There are about twenty species of honeysuckle native
to Europe. These species are the famously fragrant
vines.
Among these, L. periclymenum is famous for its heavy,
sweet scent. These vines grow larger than their
American cousins, reaching 15–20'.
Variety ‘Serotina’ (commonly called Late Dutch
Honeysuckle) has deep rose colored buds opening to
pink and cream flowers from July to September.
Each stage of the flowering cycle is attractive, and at
any time you can usually see flowers at each stage on
the vine.
Flowers are followed by shiny red berries in fall.
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Other characteristics and care are the same as for
European Honeysuckle and hybrids, described
previously.
Varieties include ‘Kintzely’s Ghost.’ This heirloom
plant was passed down through the family of Iowa
horticulturist Dr. William Kintzley. According to
legend, the family discovered the honeysuckle
growing on Dr. Kintzley’s grave.

Photo 28. European Honeysuckle (L. Periclymenum ‘Serotina’)
offers late-blooming, fragrant flowers followed by berries

Hybrid Honeysuckles
Perhaps the most popular hybrid is long-blooming
Lonicera × brownii, a cross between two American
species. Popular cultivars include ‘Dropmore Scarlet'
(a.k.a. Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle), which many
would say is orange, and ‘Kristin’s Gold,’ which is
golden yellow.
These hybrids have the small-habit of American vines
(6–10') and no fragrance.
Another widely marketed hybrid is Lonicera ×
heckrotti, a cross of two European and one American
species. The result is a vine that has height (15– 20')
and fragrance from its European side, plus hardiness
from the American side. Popular cultivars include
‘Goldflame’ (very long blooming) and ‘Pink
Lemonade.’
Grape Honeysuckle (Lonicera reticulata)
If you like the blue-gray foliage of eucalyptus, you
will like the color of this honeysuckle. Along with
pretty leaves, the vine produces creamy yellow
trumpets in June and red berries in fall.
This honeysuckle is reportedly highly resistant to
aphids and ignored by deer and rabbits.

Photo 29. Grape Honeysuckle (Lonicera retuculata) has unusual
blue-green foliage

Purple-Leaf Wine Grape (Vitis vinifera
‘Purpurea’)
When it comes to decorating a pergola, a grape vine is
a traditional choice. Grapes bring to mind the relaxed,
romantic feel of a vineyard.
Vitis vinifera is the wine grape, but the recommended
cultivar — Purple-Leaf Wine Grape — is generally
grown as an ornamental. It produces fruit, but the
grapes are supposedly not very tasty (although some
claim to like them, and some make juice or jelly).
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This vine is a real showoff in the fall when its leaves
turn a deep, violet-red purple. It has a compact size
and can be slow to grow.
• Tendrils/woody
• Grows to 10' (can take 3 years to reach full height)
• Sun to part shade. Moderately moist, well-drained
soil

Silver Lace Vine (Fallopia baldschuanica *)
This vine is a vigorous grower and easily propagated
by cuttings. It brings lacey white flowers in
September.
Silver Lace Vine blooms on new wood, so cut back
hard in early spring. It’s an airy vine that works well
in narrow spaces.

Photo 30. The vine on the right side of the pergola is Purple-Leaf
Grape Vine (Vitis vinifera ‘Purpurea’). It will not grow big enough
to cover the structure.

Photo 32. SilverLace Vine (Fallopia baldschuanica) displays lacey,
white flowers in early autumn

• Twining/woody
• Grows 10–20' in a season

Photo 31. This woman is harvesting grapes from her Purple-leaf
grape vine to make juice (not wine!)

• Sun to light shade
• Cool, moist soil (tolerates drought)

A.k.a. Polygonum baldschuanica, Polygonum aubertii, Bilderdykia
aubertii, and Fallopia aubertii
*
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Trumpet Vine (a.k.a. Trumpet Creeper)
(Campsis radicans)

Virginia Creeper (a.k.a. Woodbine)
(Parthenocissus quincefolia)

The vigor of the trumpet vine should not be
underestimated. In warm weather, it sends out large
numbers of grabby tendrils that eventually mature
into heavy woody stems.

Virginia Creeper is native to many parts of eastern
North America, including its namesake, Virginia. Like
Boston ivy, this vine is in the grape family.

The vine produces big, bold orange flowers from July
until September. (There is an award-winning yellow
cultivar named ‘Flava.’) Trumpet vine may not flower
for several years after planting while it becomes
established.
After flowering, long bean-shaped pods appear and
may remain through winter.

This vine looks good in a semi-naturalistic setting,
making it a great choice for low maintenance areas of
the landscape.
The five-part leaves are purplish in spring, dull green
during the growing season, and then finally brilliant
red in the fall.
Inconspicuous flowers develop into clusters of blueblack berries that are often eaten by birds.

• Twining and adhesive roots
• 30–40' (prune heavily in late winter or early
spring)
• Full sun to light shade. (Flowers best with more
sun.) Tolerates heat and drought
• Spreads by suckers and seeds, which can lead to
unwanted offspring. Remove suckers and
seedlings as they appear

Photo 34. Virginia Creeper (Parthenocissus quincefolia) climbs a
stone wall
Photo 33. Trumpet Vine (Campsis radicans) is a fast-growing vine
that covers itself with big, trumpet-shaped flowers
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American Wisteria (Wisteria frutescens)
This woody twiner has fragrant, lilac-purple flower
clusters that appear in spring. The vine flowers on
old wood.
American Wisteria flowers are chubby compared to
Japanese and Chinese Wisteria, which have long,
slender flowers.
Wisteria ‘Amethyst Falls’ is recommended because it
flowers at a young age and has a compact habit (15–
25'), so that it doesn’t grow out of control. (Some
people claim that the flowers have an unpleasant
smell.)
Photo 35. Virginia Creeper (Parthenocissus quincefolia) fall
foliage and berries

• Tendrils with adhesive pads
• Grows 5–10' in a year. Easily pruned back.
• Full sun to part shade (sun needed for best fall
color). Averagely moist soil (tolerates drought)

Wisteria
For many people, Wisteria is what comes to mind
when they imagine a flowering vine.
There are ten species of Wisteria, which are natives of
the United States, China, Korea, and Japan.
• Twining/woody
• Full sun (needed for blooms)

Kentucky Wisteria (Wisteria macrostachya)
Often Kentucky Wisteria gets lumped in with
American Wisteria, but it is a separate species. The
vine is native to the Southeast.
Kentucky Wisteria supposedly blooms at a younger
age than any of the other species. The vine produces
unscented, bluish-purple flowers after growing for
only 2 or 3 years. The flowers are longer than the
American Wisteria flowers.
Care requirements are the same as for American
Wisteria.
The variety ‘Blue Moon’ is recommended. It
reportedly flowers twice, first on old wood and then
again on new wood.

• Prefers deep, moist moderately fertile, acidic
well-drained soil

Photo 36. The Wisteria flower (left) resembles the Sweet Pea
flower (right). Both plants are in the pea family (Fabaceae)
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Japanese Wisteria (Wisteria floribunda) and Chinese
Wisteria (W. sinensis)
Although New Englanders do grow Japanese and
Chinese Wisteria, these species do not seem to be
recommended by experts nor sold locally.
Perhaps the reason is that these species are a challenge
to grow. For one, they have great vigor and strength.
Many an arbor has collapsed beneath their weight.
Another deterrent is that getting a new wisteria to
bloom can require a wait of 5 to 10 years.

Photo 37. Kentucky Wisteria (Wisteria macrostachya ‘Blue Moon’)
cascades over a pergola

Note: Japanese Wisteria twines clockwise, while Chinese
Wisteria twines counterclockwise. This is one way to tell them
apart.

‘Aunt Dee’ is another recommended option, and has
flowers that are more violet than blue.
Finally, there is a newly available (first edition)
cultivar on the market called ‘Summer Cascade’
(formerly known as ‘Betty Matthews’). This vine
blooms on new growth starting in June. It also has a
small habit (15–25').

Photo 39. Japanese Wisteria is the most breathtaking, but it can
be a challenge to grow

Photo 38. Wisteria macrostachya ‘Summer Cascade’ is newly
released. It blooms on new wood in June

Photo 40. This bonsai Wisteria is proof that the vine can be
controlled!
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Annual Vines

Black-Eyed Susan Vine (Thunbergia alata)

The annuals in this section are recommended by the
NH Plant Grower’s Association and UNHCE.

The flowers of this vine have bright yellow-orange
with brown centers, resembling black-eyed susans.
(Other colors available include red, bright yellow,
pale yellow, white, or a mix.)

• Black-Eyed Susan Vine (Thunbergia alata)
• Canary Creeper (Tropaeolum peregrinum)
• Climbing Snapdragon (Asarina scandens)
• Cup-and-Saucer Vine (Cobaea scandens)
• Hyacinth Bean (Dolichos lablab or Lablab purpureus)
• Moonflower/Moon Vine (Ipomea alba)

• Twining
• Grows 6–8' (smaller if planted in a container)
• Blooms mid-summer to early fall
• Sun to partial shade. Moist, well-drained soil
• Easy to grow from seed

• Morning Glory (Ipomoea tricolor, Ipomoea purpurea,
Ipomoea nil)
• Nasturtiums (Tropaeolum majus)
• Scarlet Runner Bean (Phaseolus coccineus)
• Spanish Flag or Firecracker Vine (Ipomea lobata or
Mina lobata)
• Star Glory or Cypress Vine (Ipomoea quamoclit or
Quamoclit pennata)
• Sweet Pea (Lathyrus odoratus)
Starting from Seed — Consider starting annual vines
from seed. Many can be sown directly outdoors. If you
don’t get good results, you can always go buy a plant.
Container Planting — If you want to grow a vine in a
container, an annual is a good choice because you
won’t have to worry about it outgrowing the container
nor how to overwinter it.

Photo 41. Black-Eyed Susan Vine (Thunbergia alata cv.)
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Canary Creeper (Tropaeolum peregrinum)

Climbing Snapdragon (Asarina scandens)

This vine brings a tropical feel to the landscape. Its
yellow flowers look like miniature canaries perching
on the vine.

This vine is a cousin of the snapdragon plant (both are
in the Plantaginaceae family) and has similar-looking
flowers. Different cultivars offer pink, purple, or
white flowers.

Leaves and flowers are edible and have a peppery
flavor. (Vine is in same genus as nasturtiums, also
edible.)

• Twining and scrambling

• Scrambling

• Grows up to 8' (May re-grow the following
season)

• Grows up to 10'

• Blooms summer to fall

• Blooms throughout summer and into autumn

• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil

• Sun to partial shade. Moist, well-drained soil

Photo 43. Climbing Snapdragon (Asarina scandens cv.)

Cup-and-Saucer Vine (Cobaea scandens)
This vigorous vine provides quick coverage and
showy flowers. The lower portion of the flower
resembles a saucer, and the upper portion a cup.
Creamy green flowers mature to deep purple. Cultivar
‘Alba’ has white flowers and is beautiful at night.
• Tendrils (branched)
• Grows 15–20'
• Blooms summer to fall
Photo 42. Canary Creeper (Tropaeolum peregrinum) scrambles
over a chair

• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil.
Does best in a sheltered site, such as near a wall

Photo 44. Cup-and-Saucer vine (Cobaea scandens cv.)
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Hyacinth Bean (Dolichos lablab or Lablab
purpureus)
This vine turns heads, not only for its showy fragrant
flowers but also its striking seed pods, which turn
bright purple mid-summer.
Note: Grow this plant for its ornamental value; pods and beans
are poisonous.

Hyacinth Bean is airy, rather than forming a dense
blanket of foliage and flowers.

Moonflower/Moon Vine (Ipomea alba)
This magical vine has large, night-blooming, fragrant
white flowers. Blooms start opening at “cocktail
hour” and last through the night. Moonflowers open
so quickly that you can watch them unfurl.
Plant this vine near walkways or patios, where it will
be noticed on summer evenings. The flowers attract
moths working the night shift as pollinators.
• Twining
• Grows 10–15'

• Twining

• Full sun. Moderately moist soil.

• Grows 12–20'

• Easy to start from seed.

• Full sun. Moderately moist soil
• Easy to grow from seed. Save seeds from year to
year!

Photo 46. Moonflowers (Ipomoea alba) open at night

Morning Glory (Ipomoea tricolor, Ipomoea
purpurea, Ipomoea nil)
Morning glories grow vigorously once the warm
weather arrives. Funnel-shaped flowers open in the
cool of the morning and close by the hot afternoon.
Flowers last only a day, but there is a succession of
blooms.
Photo 45. Hyacinth Bean (Dolichos lablab)

• Twining
• Grows vigorously, 10–20'
• Sun to partial shade. Moderately moist, welldrained soil. (Tolerates some drought.)
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• Avoid fertile soil! Nutrient-rich soil will favor
foliage over flowers

Photo 48. Nasturtiums(Tropaeolum majus) growing along a
fence

Note: On display in April at the Isabella Stewart Gardener
Museum, blossoming nasturtium vines celebrate the arrival of
spring. This display continues an annual tradition started by
Isabella Stewart Gardner. Vines are planted in late summer and
cultivated in the Gardner Museum’s greenhouses throughout
the winter. They require continuous care to ensure dramatic
Photo 47. Morning Glory (Ipomoea tricolor ‘Heavenly Blue’)

length—up to twenty feet.

Nasturtiums (Tropaeolum majus)
Attractive vines produces yellow, orange, and red
edible flowers and leaves all summer until frost.
This vine is a perfect choice for children’s gardens
because all parts of the plant are edible!
• Scrambling
• Grows to 8'
• Full sun to partial shade. Moderately most, well
drained soil. Does okay in poor soil.
• Vine loses vigor in hot, dry summers

Photo 49. Nasturtium vine display at the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum
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Scarlet Runner Bean (Phaseolus coccineus)
Here’s an edible vine that’s attractive enough for a
flower garden. Scarlet Runner Bean combines quick
coverage with attractive flowers and edible beans
and pods.
Vines bloom mid-summer until frost, especially if
bean pods are consistently picked. White, pink, and
purple cultivars are available.
Grow as you would any pole bean, up strings or
bamboo canes. Make a bamboo tepee and plant three
scarlet runner beans at the base of each pole. Within 3–
4 weeks, the tepee should be covered.
• Twining
• Grows up to 20'
• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil.
Water during drought to encourage flowering.
• Grow as you would any pole bean

Photo 51. Scarlet Runner Bean teepees at Monticello.

Spanish Flag or Firecracker Vine (Ipomea
lobata or Mina lobata)
This exotic-looking climber has fiery red and yellow
flowers late summer into autumn. Color variations are
available.
Blossoms protrude and all face the same direction, like
flags blowing in the wind. For best effect, locate the
vine where the stems will have some room to reach
out and sway.
• Twining
• Grows 10–20'
• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil
• Easy to start from seed

Photo 50. Making a Scarlet Runner Bean teepee is a great garden
project for kids
Photo 52. Blossoms of Spanish Flag (Ipomoea lobata)
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Star Glory or Cypress Vine (Ipomoea quamoclit
or Quamoclit pennata)
The fine, feathery foliage of this vine sets it apart
from most other vines.
Flowers are star-shaped, tubular, and Christmas red.
The blooms are small, but they appear en masse in
late summer to fall. Other colors and mixes available.
• Twining

Sweet Pea (Lathyrus odoratus)
Sweet peas bring fragrance and an old-fashioned look
to a garden. They are available in pastel shades of
blue, pink, purple and white, including bi-colors.
Some varieties have more scent than others; purples
seem to be more consistently fragrant.
Note: Grow this plant for its ornamental value; seeds are toxic
if ingested in quantity.

• Grows 10–20'
• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil

• Tendrils

• Easily grown from seed

• Grows to 6'

• Stems are somewhat fragile

• Best in cool temperatures, and can even tolerate
some frost (sweet pea can be grown as a winter
annual *). Plant as soon as the ground can be
worked.
• Full sun. Moderately moist, well-drained soil
• To encourage flowering, keep well watered and
remove old blossoms and the hairy seed pods
• Pinch back new shoots to promote a bushy habit
and more blooms

Photo 53. Star Glory Vine (Ipomoea quamoclit). Inset shows a
multi-color variety (Google “cypress vine seed mix”)

Photo 54. Sweet Pea (Lathyrus odoratus) twining up a simple,
chicken wire fence

Winter annuals germinate in the fall, overwinter as seedlings, and
flower the following spring.
*
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Pairing Vines
By growing two different vines in the same spot, you
can benefit from the desirable attributes of each. Plus,
one vine can use the other for support!

Plant the clematis at the base of the rose, about a
foot away.
• Evergreen + Deciduous — Pair an evergreen vine
(options are limited) for year-round coverage with
a deciduous vine that offers flowers or fragrance.
For example, Baltic Ivy (evergreen) plus Clematis
‘Sweet Autumn.’
• Early Bloomer + Late Bloomer
• Attractive Flowers + Attractive Fruit — For
example, pair a spring-flowering clematis with
Purple-Leaf Grape vine, which bears attractive
fruit in autumn.
• Woody + Herbaceous

Photo 55. Clematis vine climbing up an established ivy vine

Keep in mind that disentangling twining and tendril
vines can be a chore.
Some ideas for pairs:
• A Classic Combination — Commonly seen in
Europe is climbing-rose paired with Clematis.
Clematis are especially good for growing through
other plants.

Photo 57. Woody honeysuckle paired with a herbaceous
Clematis

• Complementary Colors — For example, Golden
Hop vine (chartreuse foliage) and a purple
flowering vine. Or a purple Clematis and BlackEyed Susan vine.
• Edible Fruit + Inedible (less edible) Fruit — For
example, plant Purple-Leaf Grape vine along with
Concord Grape (Vitis labrusca ‘Concord’). You’ll
get beautiful purple foliage and edible fruit.

Sources

Photo 56. Climbing Rose plus Clematis

The Best Plants for New Hampshire Gardens and Landscapes published
by the NH Plant Grower’s Association and UNHCE; Cassell’s Directory of Climbers and Wall Shrubs by Richard Bird; Clemson Cooperative Extension; Climbing Plants by Barbara Abbs; Dave’s Garden
(davesgarden.com); Garden Up! Smart Vertical Gardening for Small and
Large Spaces by Susan Morrison and Rebecca Sweet; Ortho’s All
About Vines and Climbers; Plants for Problem Places: Taylor’s Weekend
Gardening Guides by Linda Yang; Simon & Schuster’s Guide to Climbing Plants; Taylor’s Guides: Groundcovers by Nan Sinton and David
Michener; Taylor’s Master Guide to Landscaping by Rita Buchanan;
University of Illinois Extension; The Well Tended Perennial Garden by
Tracy DiSabato-Aust
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